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ABSTRACT

Some critical properties of an equilibrium superradiant model are discussed, taking into
account the quantum fluctuations of the field variables. The critical region is calculated using the
Ginsburg criterion, underlining the role of the atomic concentration as a control parameter of the
phase transition.
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The critical properties of low dimensional models present a

special Interest for the general theory of phase transitions, due

to their nonconfomal behaviour regarding the concept of

universality [1, 2J.

Thus, If the dimension d of the model Is diminished under the

critical one d =4, the results of the mean field theory (MFTJ are

restricted and the effect of fluctuations has to be considered.

Although the gausslan theory of fluctuations leads to

pathological behaviour of the models, this approach Is able to

give Information about the critical region: the interval of

external parameters where the fluctuations could not be Bore

neglected. The Ginsburg criterion or similar analogous statements

can be applied to obtain it [1, 2. 3].

In this paper we Intend to estimate Lhe temperature critical

Interval, for a superradiant model belonging to a large class of

models much used in quantum optics [4, 51. During the last 20

years, their critical properties were extensively studied [6, 7, 8,

9, 10], especially in the mean field approximation.

Using the Method of Functional Integration [10, 11, 12], one

can go beyond this approach and include both the effect of the

statistical fluctuations of the field variables (12, 13], and that

of the quantum fluctuations [14] which are of thermal origin for

an equilibrium model-

The aim of this paper Is to discuss critical aspects of a

superradiant model within the gausslan approximation and Including

the quantum fluctuations of field variables.

Superradiance is a co'lective effect of spontaneous emission

exhibited by a system of N two-le"el atoms prepared in a fully

excited state.

For a small system, whose characteristic length is less than

the wavelength of the spontaneous emitted radiation, a mean field

model ( that is a Q-dlnenslonal one, in which the propagation

effects are neglected) is appropriate.

The hamiltonlan of an atomic system interacting with a single

resonant mode of the electromagnetic field in the dtpole

approximation, is expressed in the second quantization formalism.
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where:

- a*(a) are the bosonic operators of the resonant mode of energy

u (in units of h=l)

are the fermionic jperators associated with the

J-th atom (j=l+W) having one of the energies te/2

- c * 2
l c

n

-A=0 uiN/c V)
12 o

is the Interaction coupling, and

D is the electrlc-dipole matrix element

e is the permittivity

V is the effective volume of the cavity which contains

the emitters [15].

The statistical properties of the model are obtained froir the

partition function, written as a functional Integral over the

complex bosonic and the Grassmann fermionic variables ill]:

c*Dc exp[S]
7./T. =

o
J"Da DaDc Dc exp[S ]

The functional S which appears under the integral is the

quasiclassical "action" defined by:

(T)3T»lT)+j:jl;c;o[[T)fltcjB[T)-«(T)] (3)

where: T is the Matsubara Imaginary time. P=l/(k T), with T -the
B

temperature and kg -the Boltzmann constant. In eq. (3) a=l,2 and

Sg=S(\=0).

Applying the rules of integration 112] over the fermionic

and loson'c variables (those which are considered to be irrelevant

for the critical behaviour), one obtains tie effective "action" of

the -odel:

G AG A~\* Tr 1-^G AGA\ (4)

In the equatIon above,

(a(T)-a*(T)] (5)

• 2u.V
Is the relevant variable which will be associated to the order

parameter, G^ (T-T') are the fermionic Green functions and Tr

indicates the integration over all the "quasiclassical

trajectories" described b> the continuous parameter \ (T€[O,f3)).
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If one works In the class of functions independent nf the

Matsubara time x, the critical properties of a "static" model are

obtained. As a result, we mention here only the equation for the

critical temperature of the phase transition, expressed In terms

of the concentration of the atomic system n=N/V, namely:

1 + n / n •i-i

k_T=~|ln , ' (6)
Ln^h

where n =(e e)/(2D ) has the significance of the critical
c 0 12

concentration for which an equilibrium superradiant state can be

achieved.

In ref [13], the maximum value of the critical region was

calculated for a "static" model and some conclusions about the

effect of fluctuations were drawn.

A "dynamic" model, in which Lhe quantum fluctuations of the

field variables are Included [14,16], has to be considered for low

temperatures (fcr instance, in the case of a zero temperature

cavity, if the condition upon the concentration is satisfied and

the ordered superradiant state Is obtained).

Some critical results of the dynamic superradiant model are

already discussed in ref. [16]. It is important to remember here

the 1-dimenslonal behaviour of this one, in the absence of

propagation phenomena.

In order to calculate the critical region, we shall use here

the thermodynamic results upon the specific heat and the

definition of the size of the critical region Cl, as:
(AT) (7)) T <

tr c T

where the parameter Cf appears In the ratij between the singular

term (Introduced by fluctuations) In the specific heat C , and the

jump of the same quantity LC (calculated at T=T ), obtained In a

mean field approach. So,
c

for a 1-dimenslonal model; we Intend to identify the parameter ^ ,

from a direct calculation of the specific heat.

We are using the results of ref. [16], where the separate

contributions of the static mode (i)) and of the dynamic ones

(b(u> )) were pointed In the equation of the effective action



are the Fourier t-ansforms of the

ZH Jr. ch(f3u /2) -

(the ne'i variables i) and

field variables A{T)), SO,

where w =2nr./p are the bosonic Matsubara frequencies (n t 2),

K(u ;|3) can be calculated as a sum over the fermionic Matsub3"-a
ti

frequencies and <j = l(c/2} +A T) 1

The expansion of the effective action (eq.9) up to the second

order in the coupling constant X and around the mean field values

of the variables (T> anH (b(u ))) would correspond to a

Gin/burg-l andau theory. In this way, both types of gaussian terms

in the? functional can be Integrated (eq.2) and the partition

function / is obtained for both sides of the critical point.

In i onsequence, the thermodynamic potential will contain

several rontributions:

- a mean field terra which is proportional to the number of atoms JV

- nonsingular gaussian contributions from the higher modes (LJ T O ,

nXI) wh i i hi become negligible in the t hermodynamj c limit

s i n g u L n ront i ibution fiom the lower nodes (u ̂ 0) which proceeds

l(om I ho lu'ighUnirrniod of the static mode (n=0 and n*0, but small

u ). This List contribution is also negligible in the

t hei modyinmir limit and for T*T , but becomes important In a

.-ilain vicinity of the critical temperature, that is Inside the

. i it ical legion, even for large value of N

In i el". 1161, the equations for the specific heat were

,il::.) obi,-lined m d the s.ime singular contributions (up to a

numerical factor) are shown, namely

< ; ^ | i•..[• J'-
>/?-\/[\bi/ 2 k " ) ch"'z (10)

wh'-ic 7. ~ (1 i: • 4.

T h e . - r i t u a l exponent of the s p e c i f i c heat n = 3 / 2 is c o n n e c t e d

w i t h tho losephson rule fnr a d"1 m o d e l , n a m e l y :

• fi-.'-or ( I D

uhci c i'"l '•'• !'• the c r i t i c i l e x p o n e n t of the c o r r e l a t i o n length.

fhe m e a n field tcims in the s p e c i f i c heat s h o w a j u m p ,

,ilie.-..i1y .;Uc>il;it ml by rrnny a u t h o r s We shall use the result

nh ' ,i i ne<i in r .• f . [ 1.1 ]

dC = tfE
3{3ZkVch'z [thz-z/ch^zlT1 (12)

In comparison with the eq.12. the contribution expressed in

eq. 10 shows a nontherraodynamltal, but singular behaviour when

T=»T .

Now we can apply the equation (8), using also eqs. (10) and

(12), obtaining, up to a unit numerical factor:

(13)

with z already defined.

The experimental conditions in which a superradiant state are

optimally obtained [IS), that is in a low-temperature resonant

cavity (T^-OfO and only for values of the atomic concentration

exceeding a critical one, suggest that a better parameter to

control the critical properties of the mode) is the ratio x=n /n

(already pointed in eq.6).

So, we shall express the critical region (AT) as a function

of x, as:

where x e [0,1],

If the reduced critical temperature k T /e depends only of

the control parameter x (continuous curve on Fig'. 1), the reduced

critical interval k (AT) /e is also a function of the number of

atoms N (discontinuous curves on Fig. 1). For larger N the

critical region Is more and n.ore decreased.

Fven if the number of atoms iF not sufficiently large, the

critical region is much smaller than the critical temperature, for

xio instead, for JT=>1 , that is in the iiL-ighhourhooit of the critical

concentration (for which the critical temperature itself tends to

zero), the value of the critical region remains very large

Approximate equations for the critical interval in both

limits are obtained (N =Vn )•
c c

,-1/3(AT) - (N H)' (15)
and

- N"'/{N-N ) , forv^l
<_ i C

A preliminary coneiusion based or a briefly analysis of

these results, compared with those of ref, [13], is that the

T •-}



critical properties of the superradlant 1-dimensional model (the

dynamic approach) are less sensitive to the effect of fluctuations

than the static model, especially in the Unit of large

atomic concentrations. The fluctuations continue to be important

In the neighbourhood of the critical concentration.
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Fig. 1. The critical temperature (continuous curve) and the

critical interval (discontinuous curves) represented as a function

of the parameter x=n /n.
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